19. Which of the following data management services would you like to see the organization support? (check all that apply)

- Digitization
- Creating data management plans for proposals
- Support and implementation of data management plan once proposal is funded
- Metadata Creation
- Conversion of or updating from old file formats
- Processing services- data needs to be processed into usable formats, chunks, or variables
- Repository services- make sure data available in a data archive/repository with appropriate metadata
- Backup services- ensure there is another location that the data is being stored to reduce data vulnerability
- Data publication and citation services- make data publicly accessible and citable
- Data advertising and discovery services- make data more visible to potential secondary users
- Recovery services- part of the data has been lost and needs work to make the data useful
- Security for sensitive data- ensure personal or other restricted information is safeguarded
- None
- Other (please specify) DATA ANALYTICS

DATA MANAGEMENT PLANS:
"It would help if you could discuss [DMP] with the data people and they [could] tell you whether what you want to do is possible."

DATA PUBLICATION AND CITATION SERVICES:
"Data citation should be very interesting to scientists."

REPOSITORY SERVICES:
"I'm definitely interested in a centralized repository."

BACK UP SERVICES:
"If you have continually updating data, then it seems like you have to ask for permission to allow this storing of data continuously."

DATA ADVERTISING AND DISCOVERY SERVICES:
"Here’s the challenge: locate data and get a copy. " I couldn’t survive without mass store, but it doesn’t help to provide data to the outside community."